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w xThis is the third in a series of papers F-L, F which examines algebraic
themes in symplectic and Poisson geometry. The project addresses a
challenge posed in the introduction to Vaisman's monograph: ``A system-
w xatic algebraic study of Poisson algebras has not yet been done'' Va . Our
viewpoint is ring theoretic.
Recall that a Poisson algebra is a commutative algebra equipped with a
bracket, which makes it a Lie algebra as well. This bracket is assumed to
be a derivation in each argument. From a ring theorist's point of view, a
Poisson algebra arises as the associated graded algebra to a noncommuta-
tive filtered algebra, provided it is fortunate enough to be commutative.
These algebras are especially prominent in the context of rings of differ-
.ential operators and enveloping algebras of Lie algebras. The inverse
problem}the existence of a noncommutative algebra whose associated
ring is a given Poisson algebra}is the essence of the quantization prob-
lem. Most progress on this problem has been made by applying differential
geometric techniques. In particular, an understanding of connections seems
to be crucial to advances which have been made in formal quantization of
w x.Poisson algebras Ve, Li . They are fundamental to the proof of De
w x `Wilde]Lecomte's theorem D-L which states that the C coordinate
algebra for a smooth symplectic manifold has a deformation quantization.
Interest in quantization is one powerful incentive to develop a theory of
connections for abstract Poisson algebras. This direction is pursued in a
subsequent paper which presents an algebraic interpretation of a proof of
.the De Wilde]Lecomte Theorem due to Fedosov. A second inspiration
for this paper is the seeming paradox that the definition of connection is
 .entirely formal a natural for algebraists! while its value to geometry is
highly infinitesimal. On a manifold, one uses a connection to carry infor-
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mation in a ``parallel'' fashion from the tangent space at one point to the
tangent space at a nearby point connected by a curve; the justification
depends on the existence of solutions to differential equations which are
likely to be highly transcendental. Our goal in this paper is to uncover the
algebraic essence of connections and use it to analyze Poisson algebras.
Projective modules appear in an unexpected way, as a catalyst in this
process.
The test problem is to provide a ring-theoretic proof of Theorem 2.20 in
w xVa or, rather, its analogue for a smooth affine variety. From our vantage
point, it should tell us what algebraic properties are mandated by the
appearance of a connection and, conversely, how to construct connections.
THEOREM. A Poisson manifold has Poisson connections if and only if it is
regular.
Assume, now, that A is a commutative regular affine domain over a
field of characteristic zero. In addition, suppose that A is a Poisson
 4  .algebra. If we write w, w for the Poisson bracket then ham b will denote
 4the derivation b, w .
The first step is to find a global description of Poisson-regularity. It
turns out that the most versatile formulation of Poisson-regularity for A is
 .that the A-module generated by all of the ham b be a direct summand of
 .the module of all derivations from A to itself Theorem 2.1 .
A connection is Poisson for A provided it is compatible with or
.``parallel'' to the bracket and satisfies a technical condition of no torsion.
The second step is to prove that if A has a parallel connection then A is
 .Poisson-regular Theorem 4.2 . The argument is rather surprising and
supports the philosophy that there is a sheerly algebraic theory of connec-
tions.
The third step is to explicitly construct a Poisson connection for a
Poisson-regular algebra. This is the content of the notation-heavy Section
5. It is the last piece of our central proposition.
THEOREM. Let A be a regular affine domain which is also a Poisson
algebra. Then A has a Poisson connection if and only if it is Poisson-regular.
This paper would not have gotten started without patient tutorials on
connections provided by my colleague, Peter Haskell. Thank you.
1. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
We begin with a field k of characteristic zero and a commutative
k-algebra A. By a derivation of A we mean a k-linear map from A to
 .itself which satisfies the familiar Leibniz or product rule from the
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calculus. The A-module of derivations is denoted Der A. It is dual to V A,
 w x.the module of Kahler differentials over k cf., Mc-R, 15.1.8 , whichÈ
consists of sums Sa db with d a ``universal derivation''. There is anj j
 .A-module isomorphism Hom V A, A ª Der A which identifies deriva-A
 :tions as functionals. This gives rise to a pairing w, w : Der A = V A ª A
via
 :X , a db s aX b . .
From now on, assume that A is a k-affine domain unless otherwise
` .indicated. Since we have in mind an analogy between A and C M for a
connected smooth manifold M, we will generally require that A be a
regular algebra. The description of regularity we will find most useful in
this case is the statement that A is regular if and only if V A is a finitely
w xgenerated projective A-module Mc-R, 15.2.12 . Recall that if P is a
finitely generated projective A-module then a projective basis for P is a
 .  .4set of ordered pairs x , f , . . . , x , f with x g P and f g1 1 n n j j
 .Hom P, A , such thatA
y s f y x . j j
for all y g P. If V A is projective then we can choose a projective basis of
 .  .4the form da , D , . . . , da , D with a g A and D g Der A. Since1 1 n n j j
 .Der A s Hom V A, A , a consequence of V A being projective, we seeA
that Der A has an ``elite'' projective basis which we miswrite
 .  .4D , a , . . . , D , a . Here we mean that1 1 n n
Y s Y a D . . j j
for each Y g Der A.
The algebra A is said to be a Poisson algebra if there is a Poisson
 4bracket w, w on A which makes it a Lie algebra and, in addition, the
bracket is a derivation in each argument. More explicitly, for each a g A
 . .  4define ham a: A ª A by ham a b s a, b . Then we are saying that
ham a g Der A for all a g A. In terms of Kahler differentials, there is anÈ
A-module map
H : V A ª Der A
 . w xgiven by H db s ham b H . This map is fundamental to the theorems we>  .study. To avoid notational clutter, we will sometimes write v for H v .
The image of H is the A-module denoted A ? Ham A. Under the assump-
tion that A is a regular affine domain, H is an isomorphism if and only if
w xA is a symplectic algebra Lo, F-L . For the purposes of this paper, we can
take this equivalence as the definition of symplectic.
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Note that if a, b g A then
 :  :  : 4  4H da , db s ham a, db s a, b s y b , a s y H db , da . .  .
Extending linearly, we see that if v, n g V A then
 :  :Hv , n s y Hn , v .
This motivates our defining the A-bilinear alternating form L: V A =
V A ª A by
 :L v , n s Hv , n . .
Suppose that Hv s Hv9 and Hn s Hn 9. Then
 :L v , n s Hv , n .
 :s Hv9, n
 :s y Hn , v9
 :s y Hn 9, v9
 :s Hv9, n 9
s L v9, n 9 . .
 .  .Thus we may define F : A ? Ham A = A ? Ham A ª A by
F Hv , Hn s L v , n . .  .
2. POISSON-REGULARITY
Suppose, temporarily, that the scalar field k is algebraically closed. It is
well known that V A can be locally identified with the cotangent space at a
point and that Der A can be locally identified with the tangent space.
Indeed, choose a maximal ideal M of A. Then
V A r M V A , MrM 2 .  .M M
and
w2Der A r M Der A , MrM . .  .  .M M
 .The star denotes the dual space relative to k. As a consequence, the map
H induces a linear transformation
w2 2H : MrM ª MrM .M
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 . .  4which is given by H a b s a, b . Here the overbar denotes the imageM
.under the map from A to k with kernel M. Assume that the algebra A is
regular. Then A is said to be Poisson-regular provided the rank of the
k-linear transformation H is a constant, independent of M. In a sense,M
the Poisson contribution to each tangent space never degenerates.
Our first goal is to give a global, module-theoretic description of Poisson-
regularity.
LEMMA 2.1. Assume A is an affine domain. Suppose that P and Q are
finitely generated projecti¨ e A-modules and that H: P ª Q is an A-module
map. If the induced ArM-linear transformations
H : PrMP ª QrMQM
ha¨e the same ranks for all maximal ideals M of A then Coker H is a
projecti¨ e A-module.
Proof. Set N s Im H, so that Coker H s QrN. We argue that the
dimension of Coker HrM Coker H over ArM is constant, independent of
 .M. Indeed, M ? QrN s M Q q N rN so
Coker HrM Coker H , Qr M Q q N . .
 .On the other hand, Im H s N q M Q rM Q, soM
Coker H , Qr N q M Q . .M
But the dimension of Coker H is a constant because the local ranks of aM
 .finitely generated projective module over A e.g., Q are constant. Thus
the dimension of Coker HrM Coker H is constant as M ranges over all
maximal ideals of A. The lemma now follows from the following observa-
tion.
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that A is an affine domain and C is a finitely
generated A-module. If the dimension of CrM C o¨er ArM is constant as M
ranges o¨er all maximal ideals of A, then C is a projecti¨ e A-module.
Proof. Let K be the field of fractions of A. It is routine to show that
there is a nonempty Zariski open set S such that
dim K m C s dim CrM CK A A r M
 w x .for all M g S. See Mc-R, 4.6 for the noncommutative case as well. Thus
we may state our assumption as
dim K m C s dim CrM CK A A r M
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for e¨ery maximal ideal M. At this point we may replace A with the local
ring A and can limit ourselves to proving that if the equality above holdsM
for the unique maximal ideal M of A, then C is a projective A-module.
By Nakayama's Lemma, C is spanned by e of its elements as an A-mod-
ule, where e s dim CrM C. But these e elements must be linearlyA r M
independent because e s dim K m C implies that they become a basisK A
for K m C.A
We remark that the converse of this second lemma is well known and
.has already been used in the pre-lemma.
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a regular affine domain which is also a Poisson
 .algebra. Then A is Poisson-regular if and only if Der Ar A ? Ham A is a
projecti¨ e A-module.
Proof. First assume that A is Poisson regular. Since A is regular in the
traditional sense, both Der A and V A are finitely generated projective
A-modules. Recall the map H: V A ª Der A; it will take on the role of H
in Lemma 1. Invoking the lemma, we now can conclude that Coker H is a
finitely generated projective module. By definition, Coker H s Der Ar
 .A ? Ham A .
 .Conversely, suppose that Der Ar A ? Ham A is a projective A-module.
Then A ? Ham A is a direct summand of Der A. Consequently,
A ? Ham A l M Der A s M Ham A .
for each maximal ideal M of A. On the other hand, if we borrow the
notation of Lemma 2.1 we easily see that
Im H , A ? Ham A r A ? Ham A l M Der A . .  .M
Thus
Im H s Im HrM Im H .M
We complete the argument by using the observation that Im H is a
projective module because it is a direct summand of the projective module
Der A. Hence Im HrM Im H has dimension independent of M. We
conclude that H has constant rank.M
Suppose that A is a regular k-affine domain which is a Poisson algebra.
We now drop the added assumption that the field k be algebraically closed
and make the general definition that A is Poisson-regular provided A ?
Ham A is a direct summand of Der A.
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THEOREM 2.2. If A is a regular affine domain which is a Poisson algebra
then the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i A is a symplectic algebra;
 .ii H is surjecti¨ e;
 .iii H is injecti¨ e and A is Poisson-regular.
 .  .Proof. We first argue that i m ii . A is symplectic if and only if
Der A s A ? Ham A. But A ? Ham A is the image of H.
 .  .Second, we claim that ii « iii . Since A is a regular in the traditional
sense, Der A is projective. Thus there is a splitting
V A , Ker H [ Der A.
But V A and Der A are projective A-modules of the same rank, being
dual to each other. Thus Ker H s 0. Finally, A is Poisson-regular because
 .  4of the trivial splitting Der A s A ? Ham A [ 0 .
 .  .Last, we show that iii « ii . By assumption, V A , A ? Ham A. Hence
A ? Ham A and Der A are projective A-modules of the same rank. Since
the first is a direct summand of the second, we conclude that A ? Ham
.A s Der A.
 .EXAMPLE 2.1. Poisson-regularity is necessary in condition iii . Consider
w xthe polynomial algebra in two indeterminates, A s k x, y . A Poisson
w xstructure is determined by the choice of some p g k x, y such that
 4x, y s p. It is not difficult to check that A is a symplectic algebra if and
only if p is a scalar. We argue that H is injective whenever p / 0. Indeed,
V A is the free A-module on dx and dy. If f dx q g dy g Ker H then
f ham x q g ham y s 0. .  .
By testing the left-hand side of this equality on x and y we obtain
ygp s 0 and fp s 0.
For p / 0 we see that g s f s 0.
3. CONNECTION BASICS
A connection is the geometric device which allows one to differentiate
vector fields on a manifold by ``connecting'' tangent spaces at neighboring
points. The definition is formal and algebraic. A connection for a commu-
tative algebra A is a function =: Der A = Der A ª Der A, with the
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arguments placed = Y, such thatX
 .i = is A-linear in X, and
 .ii = is skew linear in Y.
By the second property, we mean that = is additive in Y and
= aY s X a Y q a= Y .X X
for all a g A. The connection = has no torsion provided
w x= Y y = X s X , YX Y
for all X, Y g Der A.
 .  .4EXAMPLE 3.1. An elementary connection. Let D , f , . . . , D , f be1 1 n n
  ..a projective basis for Der A with f g Hom Der A, A . Setj A
= Y s X f Y D . . .X i i
It is obvious that = is additive in X and Y, as well as A-linear in X.
= aY s X af Y D . .X i i
s X a f Y D q a X f Y D .  .  . . . i i i i
s X a Y q a= Y . . X
 .  .4EXAMPLE 3.2. A connection with no torsion. Let D , a , . . . , D , a1 1 n n
 .be an elite basis for Der A with a g A . According to the previousj
example,
= Y s XY a D .X i i
w xis a connection for A. Since X, Y is a derivation for X, Y g Der A, we
have
w x w xX , Y s X , Y a D . i i
s XY a D y YX a D .  . i i i i
s = Y y = X .X Y
Assume now that A is a regular affine domain. Actually, we only
require the additional assumption that V A is reflexive, so that the pairing
.of Der A and V A is nondegenerate in each argument. Given a connec-
tion =, it is standard to construct a second function, also denoted =, this
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 . time with =: Der A = V A ª V A. This function, too, is frequently
.referred to as a connection. Again it has the properties that = v isX
A-linear in X and skew linear in v. The following equation is the
operational definition:
 :  :  :Y , = v s X Y , v y = Y , v .X X
for all Y g Der A. We leave it to the reader to check that = v gX
 . .Hom Der A, A and that it has the appropriate linearity properties.A
Suppose that A is also a Poisson algebra. The connection = is said to be
parallel to the bracket provided
X L v , n s L = v , n q L v , = n .  .  . . X X
for all X g Der A and v, n g V A. A connection for A is a Poisson
wconnection provided it is parallel to the bracket and has no torsion Va,
xp. 11 .
The concept of parallel connection will be fundamental for us. Unfortu-
nately, the definition is likely to strike the algebra reader as mysterious.
We will give three equivalent descriptions, the first of which we have found
crucial to our own understanding.
LEMMA 3.1. If Z g A ? Ham A and b g A then
Z b s F Z, ham b . .  .
Proof. Write Z s Hv.
 :Z b s Hv b s Hv , db s L v , db s F Hv , ham b .  .  .  .  .
s F Z, ham b . .
THEOREM 3.1. Each of the following characterizes a parallel connection
for A:
 .  .i = Hv s H = v for all X g Der A and v g V A.X X
 .  4.  . .  . .ii X a, b s = ham a b y = ham b a for all X g Der AX X
and a, b g A.
 .  .iii = A ? Ham A : A ? Ham A andX
X F Y , Z s F = Y , Z q F Y , = Z .  .  . . X X
for all X g Der A and Y, Z g A ? Ham A.
 .Proof. We first show that the connection = is parallel if and only if i
holds. Suppose that X g Der A and v, n g V A.
 :  :H = v , n s y Hn , = v .X X
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and
 :  :  := Hv , n s X Hv , n y Hv , = n . .X X
Thus
 :H = v y = Hv , n s XL v , n y L v , = n y L = v , n . .  .  .  .  .X X X X
 .  .  .In other words, H = v y = Hv s 0 if and only if XL v, n yX X
 .  .L v, = n y L = v, n s 0 for all n g V A.X X
 .We next argue that a parallel connection satisfies ii .
 4X a, b s XL da, db .
s L = da, db q L da, = db .  .X X
 :  :s y H db , = da q H da , = db .  .X X
 :  :s y ham b , = da q ham a , = db .  .X X
 :  :  :s yX ham b , da q = ham b , da q X ham a , db .  .  .X
 :y = ham a , db .X
 4  4s yX b , a q X a, b q = ham b a y = ham a b . .  .  .  .X X
Simplify.
 .Assume that = is a parallel connection. Since i follows, we have
 .  .= Im H : Im H. This establishes half of iii and tells us that it makesX
sense to evaluate F with one argument set equal to = Y for Y g A ?X
 .Ham A. Note that if u g A, and the formula of iii is valid for X, Y, and
Z then
X F uY , Z s X uF Y , Z .  . .
s X u F Y , Z q uX F Y , Z .  .  .
s F X u Y , Z q uF = Y , Z q uF Y , = Z .  .  . . X X
s F X u Y q u= Y , Z q F uY , = Z .  . .X X
s F = uY , Z q F uY , = Z . .  .X X
 .  .The upshot is that we need only check iii when Y s ham a and Z s
 .  .ham b . In this case, we can use ii in conjunction with the lemma.
 4X F ham a, ham b s X a, b .
s = ham a b y = ham b a .  .  .  .X X
s F = ham a, ham b y F = ham b , ham a .  .X X
s F = ham a, ham b q F ham a, = ham b . .  .X X
 .We conclude that iii is valid.
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 .  .We complete the theorem by observing that iii implies ii because the
preceding calculation is reversible.
 .We will borrow the classical notation for the expression in iii without
any motivating discussion. Write
= F Y , Z s X F Y , Z y F = Y , Z y F Y , = Z .  .  .  .  .X X X
provided Y, Z g A ? Ham A.
4. PARALLEL CONNECTIONS
In general, parallel connections are difficult to construct explicitly.
However, it is easy to exhibit one for ``linear symplectic space''. Ring-theo-
wretically, this refers to the polynomial algebra in 2m variables, k x ,1
x  4  4  4y , . . . , x , y , where x , x s y , y s 0 for all i and j and x , y s d .1 m m i j i j i j i j
 .  .4EXAMPLE 4.1. If Der A has an elite basis D , a , . . . , D , a with1 1 n n
 4a , a g k for all i and j then A has a Poisson connection.i j
 .Define = Y s XY a D as in Example 3.2. It is a connection for AX i i
 .with no torsion. We shall apply condition ii of the previous theorem.
 4= ham u ¨ s X u , a D ¨ .  .  .X i i
i
s y X ham a u D ¨ .  .  . . i i
i
 4s y X a , a D u D ¨ .  . . i j j i
i , j
 4s y a , a XD u D ¨ .  . i j j i
i , j
 4s a , a XD u D ¨ . .  . j i j i
i , j
Thus
 4= ham u ¨ y = ham ¨ u s a , a X D ¨ D u .  .  .  .  .  . .X X j i i j
i , j
 4s X a , a D ¨ D u .  . j i i j /
i , j
 4s X u , ¨ .
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 .Next, we present a non-example. Let S G denote the symmetric k-alge-
bra on the finite-dimensional Lie algebra G, with the Poisson bracket
extending the Lie bracket on G. Equivalently, it is the associated graded
 .Poisson algebra for the enveloping algebra of G. Obviously, S G is a
regular affine domain: it is a polynomial algebra. The next theorem will
 .allow us to conclude that S G cannot have a Poisson connection unless G
is abelian.
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a regular affine domain which is a Poisson
 4  4algebra. If A has a parallel connection then either A, A s 0 or A A, A s A.
Proof. Let X be a derivation of A and suppose that a, b g A. Accord-
ing to Theorem 3.1, = ham a g A ? Ham A. HenceX
 4= ham a b g A A , b . .  .X
 .It follows from Theorem 3.1 ii that
 4  4  4X a, b g A A , b q A A , a .
As a consequence,
 4  4X A A , A : A A , A . .
 4That is, A A, A is an ideal of A stabilized by all derivations of A. But the
regularity of A implies that the only stabilized ideals are 0 and A itself
 w x .  4cf., Mc-R, 15.3.8 for a noncommutative algebra treatment . Thus A, A s
 40 or A A, A s A.
 .EXAMPLE 4.2. If G is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra and S G has a
parallel connection then G is abelian.
Since G is closed under the Poisson bracket, we see that
S G , S G : S G G 4 .  .  .
where the ideal on the far right is the augmentation ideal. In particular,
S G S G , S G / S G . 4 .  .  .  .
 . w xThus if S G has a parallel connection, G, G s 0.
The theorem which closes this section is half of the result promised in
the Introduction. It suggests that there is a genuine algebraic theory of
connections.
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be a regular affine domain which is a Poisson
algebra. If A has a parallel connection = then A is Poisson-regular.
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Proof. It suffices to produce an A-module map
G : Der A ª A ? Ham A
which is the identity when restricted to A ? Ham A.
 4Let S s A _ 0 and let F be the field A . The bracket on A extends toS
F. Moreover,
Der F s Der A s Der A . SS
and, similarly,
F ? Ham F s A ? Ham A . . S
Since F ? Ham F is a vector F-subspace of Der F, it splits off: there is an
<F-linear map F: Der F ª F ? Ham F such that F F ? Ham F s id. Since
Der A is a finitely generated A-module, there is a nonzero s g A such
 . .that sF Der A : A ? Ham A. Set
<J s a g A 'G g Hom Der A , A ? Ham A with  .A
G Z s aZ for all Z g A ? Ham A .4 .
It is easy to check that J is an ideal of A. By the construction of F we see
that s g J. Therefore J / 0.
The argument is completed by showing that J is stabilized by Der A. For
if this is the case then 1 g J because the only stabilized ideals of A are 0
and J.
Assume a g J and X g Der A. This means there is an A-module map
 .G: Der A ª A ? Ham A such that G Z s aZ for all Z g A ? Ham A.
Define Q: Der A ª Der A by
Q Y s = G Y y G = Y . .  .  .X X
Q is obviously additive. If c g A then
Q cY s = cG Y y G = cY .  .  .X X
s X c G Y q c= G Y y G X c Y y G c= Y .  .  .  .  . .X X
s cQ Y . .
 .Thus Q is A-linear. Its image lies in A ? Ham A: certainly G = Y g A ?X
 .Ham A. Furthermore, = G Y g A ? Ham A by Theorem 3.1.X
 .Finally, we compute Q Z for Z g A ? Ham A.
Q Z s = G Z y G = Z .  .  .X X
s = aZ y a= ZX X
s X a Z. .
 .We may now conclude that X a g J.
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5. CONSTRUCTING POISSON CONNECTIONS
The purpose of this section is to construct a Poisson connection for a
Poisson-regular algebra. Assume A is a regular affine domain which is a
Poisson algebra. Assume, in addition, that
p : Der A ª A ? Ham A
is an A-module projection. The strategy we use is based on the classical
 w x.construction of symplectic connections cf., Va2 and properties of a
Poisson connection mandated by Theorem 3.1. There are two basic steps.
First we construct a ``partial'' connection and extend it to a connection
with no torsion. Then we perturb the connection so it becomes parallel to
the bracket. >  .For the duration of the paper we will use the shorthand v for H v .
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose we are gi¨ en a function =: Der A = A ? Ham A ª
A ? Ham A which is A-linear in the first argument, skew linear in the second> > w > >x> >argument, and such that = n y = v s v , n for all v, n g V A. Thenv n
= extends to a connection with no torsion on all of Der A = Der A.
 .  .4Proof. Let D , a , . . . , D , a be an elite basis for Der A. For1 1 n n
X, Y g Der A define
= Y s = p Y q = p X q p X , 1 y p Y .X X 1yp .Y
q 1 y p X 1 y p Y a D . .  .  . .  . i i
All of the linearity is routine to check. Relative to torsion,
= Y y = X s = p Y y = p XX Y p X p Y
w x w x w xq p X , Y y p Y , X y 2 p X , p Y .
q 1 y p X , 1 y p Y .  .
w x w x w xs y p X , p Y q p X , Y q X , p Y
q 1 y p X , 1 y p Y .  .
w xs X , Y .
 .  .4THEOREM 5.1. Let D , a , . . . , D , a be an elite basis for Der A.1 1 n n
There exists a connection = with no torsion such that
= Z s XZ a p D 1 .  .X p p
for X g Der A and Z g A ? Ham A.
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Proof. The lemma applies once we check the torsion condition. Let
v, n g V A.
> > > >> >= n y = v s v , n a p D .v n p p
> >s p v , n a D . p p /
> >s p v , n . /
w > >xWe are done if v , n lies in A ? Ham A. But A ? Ham A is closed under
the Poisson bracket; this is a consequence of the Jacobi identity in the
form
w x  4ham a, ham b s ham a, b
for a, b g A.
 .Note that the connection described in Eq. 1 has the property that
 . w= A ? Ham A : A ? Ham A built into it. Denote by p the adjoint ofX
p , so p w: V A ª V A satisfies
 :  w :p X , v s X , p v
when X g Der A and v g V A.
 .  .4LEMMA 5.2. Let da , D , . . . , da , D be a projecti¨ e basis for V A.1 1 n n
Consider arbitrary v, n g V A. Then
 .  w . > >i p n s n ,
 . >  :ii v s  p D , v ham a , andp p
 .iii If Z g A ? Ham A then
Z s F p D , Z ham a . . p p
Proof. Since pv > s v >, we have
 > :  > :n , v s y v , n
 > :s y pv , n
 > w :s y v , p n
w > :s p n , v .
 .for all v g V A. Property i follows.
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By the definition of projective basis,
w  w :  :p v s D , p v da s p D , v da . p p p p
Therefore,
w >  :p v s p D , v ham a . .  p p
 .  .Now ii follows from i .
 . > >As to iii , we may write p D s s and Z s v for some s , v g V A.p
  ..The image of p lies in the image of H i.e., > . Thus
> > > :  :p D , v s s , v s L s , v s F s , v s F p D , Z . .  . .p p
If Z g A ? Ham A we shall write
 < :Z p s F p D , Z , .p
in which case,
 < :Z s Z p ham a . p
We will ultimately verify that a connection is parallel by using Theorem
 .3.1 iii . The next calculation will play a technical role.
 .LEMMA 5.3. Let = be a connection for A which satisfies Eq. 1 of
Theorem 5.1. Then
 < : < : 4= F Y , Z s y X a , a Y p Z q 2 .  .  .X p q
p , q
for all Y, Z g A ? Ham A. The reader can find the definition of = F at theX
.end of section 3.
Proof. Let X g Der A and assume Y, Z g A ? Ham A.
F = Y , Z s F XY a p D , Z .  . .X i i
 < :s XY a Z i . i
 < :  < : 4s X Y j a , a Z i  j i /
i j
 < : < : 4s X a , a Y j Z i j i
i , j
 < :  < : 4q X Y j a , a Z i . . j i
i , j
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Along a similar vein,
 < :  < :F Y , Z s F Y j ham a , Z i ham a .  j i /
j j
 < : < : 4s Y j Z i a , a . j i
i , j
If we put these formulas together,
 < : < : 4= F Y , Z s X a , a Y j Z i .  . X j i /
i , j
 < : < : 4y X a , a Y j Z i j i
i , j
 < :  < : 4y a , a X Y j Z i . j i
i , j
 < : < : 4q X a , a Z j Y i j i
i , j
 < :  < : 4q a , a X Z j Y i . j i
i , j
 < : < : 4s y a , a Y j Z i , j i
i , j
with the last equality following from the Leibniz rule.
We intend to add a correction term to the connection described in
 .  .Theorem 5.1. If S: Der A = Der A ª Der A is a symmetric A-bilinear
function, then
Ä= Y s = Y q S X , Y .X X
defines a second connection with no torsion. Here X and Y are arbitrary
.k-derivations of A. Require, in addition, that
S X , A ? Ham A : A ? Ham A 3 .  .
for all X g Der A, and that
 > :  > : > >S X , n , v y S X , v , n s y = F v , n 4 .  . .  .  .X
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 .  .for all v, n g V A. If both 3 and 4 are satisfied then
Ä > > > >= F Y , Z s = F v , n y F S X , v , n .  .  .  . .X X  /
yF v >, S X , n > . /
> >  > :  > :s = F v , n y S X , v , n q S X , n , v .  .  .  .X
s 0.
Ä   ..That is, = is a Poisson connection for A Theorem 3.1 iii . The challenge
is to construct the desired S.
For X g Der A and Z g A ? Ham A we define a derivation G Z byX
G Z a s = F Z, ham a .  .  .  .X X
for all a g A. A quick glance at the expansion of = F will show that G isX
A-linear in both arguments. If we use the observation that
 < :  :ham a i s p D , da s p D a .  .  .i i
 .and apply Eq. 2 , then we can explicitly write
 < : 4G Z s y X a , a Z p p D . 5 .X p q q
p , q
One of the crucial properties of this formula is that
G A ? Ham A : A ? Ham A .X
for all X g Der A. We can push the calculation further if we also assume
that X g A ? Ham A. With this hypothesis,
 < :X s X t ham a . t
t
Hence
 < : < : 4G Z s y a , a , a Z p X t p D . 6 . 4X t p q q
p , q , t
1r3  .  .LEMMA 5.4. Define S : A ? Ham A = A ? Ham A ª A ? Ham A
by
S1r3 X , Z s 1r3G Z q 1r3G X . . X Z
 . 1r3Then Eq. 4 holds for S , pro¨ided X g A ? Ham A.
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 .Proof. With the aid of Eq. 6 , we can write out
 1r3 > :  1r3 > :S X , n , v y S X , v , n .  .
as a sum of four terms:
 >< : < : >< : 4y1r3 a , a , a n p X t v q 4 t p q
p , q , t
 < : >< : >< : 4y 1r3 a , a , a X p n t v q 4 t p q
p , q , t
 >< : < : >< : 4q 1r3 a , a , a v p X t n q 4 t p q
p , q , t
 < : >< : >< : 4q 1r3 a , a , a X p v t n q . 4 t p q
p , q , t
Change the indices so that each term has the generic expression
 < : >< : >< : 4w, w, w X t v p n q . 4
If we collect the coefficients we obtain
 4  4  4y1r3 a , a , a y 1r3 a , a , a q 1r3 a , a , a 4  4  4t q p q t p t p q
 4q 1r3 a , a , a 4p t q
 4  4  4s 1r3 a , a , a y 1r3 a , a , a q 1r3 a , a , a 4  4  4t p q q t p t p q
 4y 1r3 a , a , a 4p q t
 4s a , a , a 4t p q
 4s ham a a , a . .t p q
Thus
 1r3 > :  1r3 > :S X , n , v y S X , v , n .  .
 < :  >< : >< : 4s X t ham a a , a v p n q . t p q
p , qt
 >< : >< : 4s X a , a v p n q p q
p , q
s y = F v >, n > , .  .X
with the last step an application of Lemma 5.3.
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LEMMA 5.5. Define S1r2: Der A = A ? Ham A ª A ? Ham A by
S1r2 X , Z s 1r2G Z. . X
 . 1r2Then Eq. 4 is satisfied for S .
 .Proof. We use Eq. 5 and Lemma 5.3.
 1r2 > :  1r2 > :S X , n , v y S X , v , n .  .
 >< : >< : 4s y1r2 X a , a n p v q p q
p , q
 >< : >< : 4q 1r2 X a , a v p n q p q
p , q
> >s y = F v , n . .  .X
 .THEOREM 5.2. Let = be a connection which satisfies Eq. 1 of Theorem
5.1. If
S X , Y s S1r2 X , p Y q S1r2 Y , p X y 1r2S1r3 p X , p Y .  .  .  .
for all X, Y g Der A, then S is a symmetric A-bilinear function which satisfies
 .  .Eqs. 3 and 4 . In particular, there exists a Poisson connection for A.
Proof. We have already observed that G is A-bilinear and that GX
stabilizes A ? Ham A for all X g Der A. Hence S is a bilinear map which
 .  .satisfies 3 . It is designed to be symmetric. To verify 4 , we shall split
 .X s p X q 1 y p X and check the desired equation on each component.
If n g V A then
S p X , n > s S1r2 p X , n > q S1r2 n >, p X y 1r2S1r3 p X , n > .  .  .  .
s 3r2S1r3 p X , n > y 1r2S1r3 p X , n > .  .
s S1r3 p X , n > . .
 .Thus 4 is satisfied for p X replacing X, by virtue of Lemma 5.4.
S 1 y p X , n > s S1r2 1 y p X , n > . .  . /  /
 .  .This time 4 is satisfied for 1 y p X replacing X, by Lemma 5.5.
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It is worth summarizing the chain of propositions in this section.
COROLLARY 5.1. Let A be a regular affine domain. If A is Poisson-regular
then A has a Poisson connection.
When A is a symplectic algebra, a Poisson connection is usually re-
ferred to as a symplectic connection. As a consequence of Lemma 5.4, Eqs.
 .  .1 and 6 , we have an explicit formula for one symplectic connection.
COROLLARY 5.2. Let A be a regular affine domain which is a symplectic
 .  .4algebra. Assume that D , a , . . . , D , a is an elite basis for Der A. Then1 1 n n
 .the expression for = Y gi¨ en below X, Y g Der A defines a symplecticX
connection for A:
XY a D . i i
i
 4  4y 1r3 a , a , a q a , a , a F D , X F D , Y D . 4  4  .  .  .p q t q p t p q t
p , q , t
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